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Abstract

In this paper, we define and assess a reference-
based metric to evaluate the accuracy of pro-
noun translation (APT). The metric automati-
cally aligns a candidate and a reference trans-
lation using GIZA++ augmented with specific
heuristics, and then counts the number of iden-
tical or different pronouns, with provision for
legitimate variations and omitted pronouns.
All counts are then combined into one score.
The metric is applied to the results of seven
systems (including the baseline) that partic-
ipated in the DiscoMT 2015 shared task on
pronoun translation from English to French.
The APT metric reaches around 0.993–0.999
Pearson correlation with human judges (de-
pending on the parameters of APT), while
other automatic metrics such as BLEU, ME-
TEOR, or those specific to pronouns used at
DiscoMT 2015 reach only 0.972–0.986 Pear-
son correlation.

1 Introduction

The machine translation of pronouns has long been
known as a challenge, especially for pro-drop lan-
guages. The correct translation of pronouns requires
considerable non-local information, which is one of
the reasons it is quite challenging to statistical or
neural MT systems. Still, the problem has attracted
new interest in recent years (Hardmeier, 2014; Guil-
lou, 2016), in particular through the organization
of two shared tasks, one at the EMNLP DiscoMT
2015 workshop (Hardmeier et al., 2015) followed
by a second one at the First Conference on Machine
Translation (WMT) in 2016 (Guillou et al., 2016).

As often with MT evaluation issues at the seman-
tic and discourse levels, measuring the accuracy of
pronoun translation was found difficult, due to the
interplay between the translation of pronouns and of
their antecedents, and to variations in the use of non-
referential pronouns. Therefore, the DiscoMT 2015
shared task on pronoun-focused translation resorted
to human evaluation, to compare the candidate trans-
lations of pronouns with the options deemed cor-
rect by human judges who did not see the candi-
date translations. However, this approach came at
a significant cost, and its principle does not allow
repeated evaluations with new candidate sentences.
On the other hand, it is commonly considered that a
reference-based approach to pronoun evaluation in
MT is too restrictive, as the amount of legitimate
variation is too high: for instance, if a candidate
translation uses a different genre than the reference
for the translation of an antecedent, then the subse-
quent pronouns should follow the same genre.

In this paper, we show that a simple, reference-
based metric to estimate the accuracy of pronoun
translation (hence called ‘APT’) reaches high cor-
relations with human judgments of quality. In rela-
tion to the above-mentioned shared tasks, the APT
metric targets the translation of third person English
pronouns it and they into French, which exhibit a
large number of possible translations, depending on
the referential status of each occurrence, and on the
gender and number of its antecedent. The metric
compares the candidate translation of each occur-
rence of it and they with the reference one, an op-
eration that requires in the first place a precise pro-
noun alignment between these texts. Then, the met-



ric counts the number of identical, equivalent, or
different translations in the candidate vs. the refer-
ence, as well as cases when one of the translations
is absent or could not be identified. Several com-
binations of counts are considered, though the most
obvious one is to give credit for identical matches
and discard all other ones. As we will show, the
APT scores correlate strongly with the human scores
on the data from the DiscoMT 2015 shared task
on pronoun-focused translation (0.993–0.999 Pear-
son and 1.000 Spearman rank correlation). This is
considerably higher than general purpose automatic
metrics such as BLEU and METEOR, and than the
automatic metrics used at DiscoMT. The code for
the APT metric, with the best settings of this paper
for English/French translation, will be released after
publication.

The paper is organized as follows. We first de-
fine the APT metric, including the alignment pro-
cedure and the possibilities to aggregate counts into
one score (Section 2). Then, we present the dataset
used to validate APT, along with the other metrics
and the correlation measures (Section 3). Finally, we
present the results showing that APT has the highest
correlation with human judgments (Section 4).

2 Definition of the APT Metric

2.1 Terminology

To clarify our terminology, we distinguish referen-
tial pronouns from non-referential ones, which are
also called pleonastic or impersonal. Referential
pronouns are also called anaphoric, as they point
back to a previous item in the discourse, typically
but not necessarily a noun phrase, which is called
their antecedent. An anaphoric pronoun and its an-
tecedent both refer to the same (discourse) entity and
are therefore co-referent. Guillou (2016) argues that
correct translation of pronouns, in case several op-
tions are possible (i.e. in the case of translation di-
vergences), requires the identification of their func-
tion, and then of their antecedent (if they are ref-
erential), with which they typically agree in gender
and number. The automatic identification of the an-
tecedent of a referential pronoun is called anaphora
resolution (Mitkov, 2002).

2.2 Overview of the Approach

The APT metric relies on a reference human transla-
tion and on word alignment of the candidate and the
reference to compute the evaluation scores. Given
the word-level alignment of the source, reference,
and candidate translation (produced by the MT sys-
tem), APT first extracts and pairs triples of pro-
nouns: (source pronoun, reference pronoun, candi-
date pronoun). Then, it compares each candidate
against the corresponding reference, assuming that,
at least when averaged over a large number of in-
stances, a pronoun is well translated when it is iden-
tical to the reference. (This assumption is validated
below by comparing APT scores with human ones.)
Partial matches defined using equivalence classes
can also contribute to the score, but these classes de-
pend of course on the target language and need to be
defined a priori.

“Equivalent” pronouns are those that can be ex-
changed in most contexts without affecting the
meaning of the sentence. Also, in some languages,
one should consider the possibility of identical pro-
nouns with different forms, such as the case of the
contractions.

2.3 Pronoun Alignment

Given the list of source pronouns considered for
evaluation, the first step is to obtain their corre-
sponding alignments in the target language texts.
In the case of the candidate translation, the align-
ment can be directly obtained from the MT system
if it is at hand. However, in the case of the ref-
erence, it is necessary to perform automatic word
alignment. We use here the GIZA++ system (Och
and Ney, 2003), including the sentences to be scored
in a larger corpus to ensure an acceptable accu-
racy (since GIZA++ has no separate training vs.
testing stages). The alignment is made both in di-
rect (source-target) and reverse (target-source) di-
rections, which are then merged using the grow-
diag-final heuristic from Moses (Koehn et al., 2007).

Precise pronoun alignment is essential to APT.
Therefore, we performed a quick test where we man-
ually evaluate 100 randomly selected sentences from
the parallel dataset of English-French TED Talks
WIT3 (Cettolo et al., 2012), containing the pronouns
it and they. We found that the alignments of 19 out



Step Example

0
E: The system is so healthy that it purifies the water.
F: Le système est si sain qu’ il purifie l’ eau.

1
E: The system is so healthy that it purifies the water.
F: Le système est si sain qu’ il purifie l’ eau.

2 F: Le système est si [ sain qu’ il purifie l’ ] eau.

3 F: Le système est si [ sain2 qu’ il1 purifie l’2 ] eau.

4 From the list {il, l’}, the closest to the center: il.

Table 1: Example of applying the heuristics to improve pro-

noun alignment.

of 100 pronoun were missing, and that 4 pronouns
were incorrectly aligned. As expected, the majority
of misalignments involved infrequently-used pro-
nouns.

We defined several pronoun-specific heuristics to
improve their alignment: the four-step procedure is
exemplified in Table 1 below. This procedure helped
to correctly address 22 out of the 23 misalignments
found in the test data. First, we identify possi-
ble misalignments: source pronouns which are not
aligned to any word, or which are aligned to a non-
pronoun, or to multiple target words. This task can
be performed by using a predefined list of pronouns
or a POS tagger. If among the multiply-aligned tar-
get words there is a pronoun, then it is considered
the alignment. If not, we identify the correspond-
ing alignments (called markers) of the words pre-
ceding and following the pronoun (position -1 and
+1). Second, we define a range in the target-side
neighborhood by considering one word before the
first marker and one after the second one, to expand
the range of options. Third, we test whether this
range includes any likely translations of the source
pronoun. Finally, we choose as the aligned word the
closest word to the center of the range. An example
of application of this algorithm is shown in Table 1.

2.4 Computing APT Scores
The first step of the evaluation is to compare each
pair of candidate and reference translations of each
source pronoun. We define six cases based on those
from a similar metric for discourse connectives (Ha-
jlaoui and Popescu-Belis, 2013):

1. Identical pronouns.

2. Equivalent pronouns (specified below in 2.5).

3. Different (incompatible) pronouns.

4. Candidate translation not found.

5. Reference translation not found.

6. Both translations not found.

To each case, from 1 to 6, we associate a score or
weight that reflects how correct is a candidate trans-
lation in that case, given the reference. For instance,
the first case (candidate identical to reference) is
likely a correct translation and its weight should be
1. These scores thus indicate the contribution to the
final score of each occurrence of a pronoun in the
respective case.

Let C = c1, .., cm the set of m = 6 cases defined
before, nci the number of pronoun translation pairs
that belong to case ci, and wi ∈ [0, 1] the weight
or score associated with case ci. We note the subset
of discarded cases as Cd ⊂ C, for instance in case
we want to discard from the final score those cases
where there was no reference pronoun to compare
with. The APT score is computed as the quantity of
correctly translated pronouns over the total number
of them, formally expressed as:

APT =

 m∑
i=1,ci /∈Cd

winci

 /

 m∑
i=1,ci /∈Cd

nci

 .

The input parameters for the APT metric are the
weights, the discarded cases if necessary, and the
dictionaries of equivalent and identical pronouns in
the target language. These are defined as follows in
our experiments with English to French translation.

The weights of cases 1, 3, 4 and 5 are set as
follows. According to our hypothesis, candidate
pronouns identical to the reference are considered
correct (w1 = 1), and different ones are incorrect
(w3 = 0). Case 4, when the reference pronoun is
found but not the candidate, which is then likely ab-
sent, is counted as incorrect (w4 = 0), though in
some cases it is possible that omitting a pronoun is
also correct. Case 5 and 6 are special scenarios be-
cause there is no reference pronoun to compare with,
therefore we assume two possibilities: either discard
entirely these cases, or evaluate them with the same
criteria as the other ones. Under the latter assump-
tion, case 5 is thus necessarily considered as incor-
rect (w5 = 0), but contributed to the denominator



in the definition of APT above. For cases 2 and 6,
we will experiment with three options for each of
them: counted as incorrect w = 0, as partially cor-
rect w = 0.5, or as correct w = 1. Indeed, case
2 means that the candidate pronoun is only deemed
“equivalent” to the reference one according to the
fixed list below: counting them always as correct
may lead to an indulgent metric, while the contrary
might unduly penalize the candidate. Similarly, case
6 are situations when neither the reference nor the
candidate translation of a source pronoun could be
found, which can often be supposed to be correct,
but sometimes reflect complex configurations with
wrong candidate translations.

2.5 Equivalent Pronouns
The pronouns considered as identical were defined
based on insights from a French grammar book
(Grevisse and Goosse, 2007), which were verified
and optimized following a small quantitative study
of observed equivalents. We built a baseline MT sys-
tem using Moses (Koehn et al., 2007), and then per-
formed a manual evaluation with 100 randomly se-
lected sentences from the parallel dataset of English-
French TED Talks WIT3 (Cettolo et al., 2012), con-
taining the pronouns it and they. Each translation of
pronoun was marked as correct or incorrect.

Identical Equivalent

ce, c’ ce, il (p = 0.6)
ça, ç’, cela ce, ça (p = 0.6)

Table 2: APT lists of identical and equivalent pronouns in

French, constructed from a data set where the translation op-

tions were limited to: il, elle, ils, elles, ce, on and ça/cela.

The probability of a correct equivalence of dif-
ferent pronouns is defined as p(c = 1|t, r) where t
and r is the parallel pair candidate and reference pro-
noun respectively, r <> t, and c ∈ {0, 1} that cor-
respond to the manual evaluation (0 incorrect, 1 cor-
rect). First we filtered all pairs (t, r) with frequency
of appearance smaller than 5% of the total sam-
ple. Then, we calculated the probability by count-
ing the number of correct samples given a particu-
lar pair (t, r). Finally, we selected all pairs where
p(c = 1|t, r) > 0.6. The final lists are shown in
Table 2. Some examples of the equivalence of this
pronouns are: “it is difficult ...” translated to “il/c’

est difficile ...”, and “it would be nice ...” to “ce/ça
serait beau...”.

3 Experimental Settings

3.1 DiscoMT Data Set and Metrics

The data set we use for our experiments was gen-
erated during the shared task on pronoun-focused
translation at the DiscoMT 2015 workshop (Hard-
meier et al., 2015). The systems participating in this
task were given 2,093 English sentences to translate
into French. The evaluation was focused on the cor-
rectness of the translation of the English pronouns
it and they into French. Only a sample of 210 pro-
nouns was manually evaluated for each of the six
submitted systems plus a baseline one. The method-
ology of evaluation was gap-filling annotation: in-
stead of correcting the translation, the annotators
were asked to fill the gaps of hidden French can-
didate pronouns with one or more of the following
options: il, elle, ils, elles, ce, on, ça/cela, other or
bad translation.

The accuracy of each translation (i.e. output of
submitted system) was calculated with respect to
the annotations using several metrics: accuracy with
or without the other category, pronoun-specific F-
scores (harmonic mean of precision and a lenient
version of recall), and general F-score (based on
micro-averages of pronoun-specific recall and pre-
cision). Additional metrics are presented hereafter.

3.2 Other Metrics for Comparison

We compare the results of APT with two well-
known automatic metrics for MT: BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002) and METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie,
2014). Additionally, we include the METEOR score
restricted to the French pronouns present in the man-
ual annotation. For this purpose, we set the function
words list of METEOR as the list of French pro-
nouns defined in DiscoMT (listed above), and its δ
parameter to 0 to give preference to the evaluation
of the function words (in our case, pronouns).

Additionally, we include the metric proposed by
Hardmeier and Federico (2010) for automatic eval-
uation of pronoun translation. This metric was in-
spired by BLEU score. First, it extracts a list C of
all words aligned to the source pronouns from the
candidate text, and similarly a list R from the ref-
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Figure 1: Correlation between the manual evaluation (vertical axis) and different automatic metrics (horizontal axis). The red line

is the linear regression model. Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlations values are showed. The values of APT correspond to the

setting: w6 = 0 and Cd = {∅} i.e. all cases are counted in the APT score.

erence text. Then, the metric computes a clipped
count of a candidate word w, defined as the mini-
mum value between the number of times it occurs
in C and R (cclip(w) = min(cC(w), cR(w)) ). Fi-
nally, all the clipped counts from the words in C are
summed up, in order to calculate the precision and
recall as follows: AutoP =

∑
w∈C cclip(w)/|C|

and AutoR =
∑

w∈C cclip(w)/|R|.

3.3 Method for Metric Assessment
We use for the assessment of the correlation between
each automatic metric and the human judgments the
Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient r measures the lin-
ear dependency among two variables. The formula-
tion we use for our sample data is:

r =

∑n
i=1(hi − h̄)(ai − ā)√∑n

i=1(hi − h̄)2
√∑n

i=1(ai − ā)2

where {h1, .., hn} and {a1, .., an} represent the hu-
man and automatic scores for the n = 7 systems,
and h̄ and ā are the means of those scores.

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is a non-
parametric measure of the possibility to express the
relation between two variables as a monotonic func-
tion. In contrast to Pearson’s correlation coefficient,
it does not measure to what extent the metrics are
linearly dependent, but compares only the rankings
resulting from each metric. The formulation we use
is the same as for r where we replaced {h1, .., hn},
{a1, .., an}, h̄ and ā with the rankings given by the
human and automatic metrics and their means.

In the pronoun-focused translation shared task at
DiscoMT 2015 (Hardmeier et al., 2015), three dif-
ferent human evaluation metrics were used: accu-
racy including the category others, accuracy with-
out others, and precision. The organizers selected



the first one for the official ranking of the systems,
because it allows evaluating the whole sample, and
penalizes MT systems that tend to classify many dif-
ficult cases as others. Therefore, we also use this
metric in our correlation experiments hereafter.

4 Results of the Experiments

4.1 Comparison of Correlation Coefficients

Figure 1 shows the correlations of several automatic
metrics with the human evaluation scores (i.e. accu-
racy with other, the official DiscoMT 2015 shared
task metric): three versions of APT (at the bot-
tom, with w2 ∈ {0, 0.5, 1}), and six previous met-
rics: BLEU, METEOR (general and restricted to
pronouns), and recall/precision/F-score from Hard-
meier and Federico (2010). The plots display the
values of Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation co-
efficients and the linear regression model fitted for
the first coefficient.

For all automatic metrics, Pearson’s correlation
is over 0.97, which is a rather high value. ME-
TEOR has the lowest Spearman correlation, and
contrary to what we expected, METEOR evaluated
only over pronouns does not perform better than its
generic version. Although BLEU and METEOR
are not specialized for the evaluation of pronouns,
their Pearson’s correlation with human judgments is
quite high. These values should be considered as
lower bounds when studying metrics dedicated to
pronouns. Another interpretation of the high corre-
lations of BLEU and METEOR with human judg-
ments of pronouns is that MT systems which are
good at translation in general, are also good at trans-
lating pronouns (at least those considered here).

The performance of the metric proposed by Hard-
meier and Federico (2010) is better than that of
the generic metrics, especially for its recall AutoR.
Therefore, this specific metric appears to model bet-
ter the human evaluation for this particular task.

Finally, as shown in the lowest row of Figure 1,
the three tested versions of APT have the best perfor-
mance, regardless of the weight w2 given to case 2
occurrences, namely “equivalent” pronouns. If data
for metric tuning were available, we could actually
tune w2 to reach optimal scores on the tuning data;
however, this not being available, we show here that
several assumptions on the weights outperform the

other metrics in terms of correlation with human
judgments.

4.2 Role of APT Weights for Cases 2 and 6

Table 3 shows detailed correlation values for APT
with different values of the weights for cases 2 and
6, with two alignment options. When applying APT
with the basic alignment method, always consider-
ing equivalent pronouns (case 2) as correct transla-
tions w2 = 1 has better performance than consid-
ering them as partially incorrect w2 = 0.5 or to-
tally incorrect w2 = 0. The same observation can be
made for the weight of case 6, i.e. when considering
missing pronoun pairs as correct or not.

Nevertheless, the situation changes when apply-
ing APT with the heuristics for pronoun alignment
described above. Here, the partially correct scenar-
ios present better performance than the others. There
is a balanced percentage of correct and incorrect
samples for case 2 (as seen in Table 4, with heuristic-
based alignment), which could explain why w2 =
0.5 leads to a slightly better correlation than other
values. On the contrary, all occurrences in case 6 are
found to be incorrect according to the manual evalu-
ation. Although this could lead us to setw6 = 0, this
does not lead to the best correlation value; a possi-
ble explanation is the fact that all MT systems are
compared against the same reference.

In general, the differences among each configura-
tion are too small to lead to firm conclusions about
the weights. If more data with human judgments
were available, then the weights could be optimized
on such a set.

w2 w6 Pearson Spearman

0 0 0.999 1.000
Basic 1 0 0.992 0.987
alignment 0.5 0 0.998 1.000

1 1 0.994 0.964
0.5 0.5 0.999 0.987

0 0 0.998 0.989
Alignment 1 0 0.994 1.000
with 0.5 0 0.999 1.000
heuristics 1 1 0.995 0.964

0.5 0.5 0.999 1.000

Table 3: Correlation between the manual evaluation and APT

scores for different values of the parameters of APT, namely the

w2 and w6 weights of cases 2 and 6.



4.3 Analysis of APT Scores

Figure 2 shows the distribution of cases identified
by APT. Most of the samples are identified as case
1 (equal to reference) or case 3 (different from it).
This indicates that most candidate translations are
either correct or incorrect, and that the number of
missing pronouns (on either sides) is much smaller.

Moreover, the heuristics for pronoun alignment
help to reduce the number of reference misaligned
pronouns (mainly cases 5 and 6, but not exclu-
sively). As a result, when comparing the reference
versus the manual annotation, the proportion of per-
fect matches increases from 61% to 66% after ap-
plying the heuristics.

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6

Basic alignment

Alignment with
heuristics

S
am

pl
es

0
10

0
20

0
30

0
40

0
50

0

Figure 2: Distribution of pronoun occurrences in each of APT’s

six cases, with and without heuristics for alignment.

Table 4 shows a breakdown of the comparison be-
tween APT scores and manual evaluation into the
six different cases. The result of the comparison
is: Correct when the manual annotator’s choice of
pronoun coincides with the system’s translation; In-
correct when it doesn’t coincide; and Bad Transla-
tion when the annotator indicated that the entire sen-
tence is poorly translated and the pronoun cannot be
scored. Table 4 provides the total number of judg-
ments for the six systems and the baseline.

We observe that 86% of the instances in case 1
(candidate identical to reference) are considered cor-
rect, which is a fairly large proportion. Conversely,
for case 3 (different pronouns) and case 4 (candidate
translation not found), a vast majority of occurrences
were indeed judged as incorrect, although a sizable
26% of case 3 occurrences were considered as cor-

rect translations by the annotator – presumably due
to legitimate variations which cannot be captured by
a reference-based metric such as APT.

As for case 2 (“equivalent” translations), the per-
centages of actually correct vs. incorrect translations
are quite balanced. This indicates that the definition
of equivalent pronouns is quite problematic, as there
are equal chances that “equivalent” pronouns are ac-
tually substitutable or not.

Another direction for improvement are the cases
with no reference pronoun to which to compare a
candidate: 53% of occurrences in case 5 are con-
sidered correct by humans, but APT cannot evaluate
them correctly for lack of a comparison term. These
cases could be discarded for APT evaluation, but if
the goal is to compare several systems with the same
reference, they will all be equally penalized by these
cases.

Manual Evaluation

Cases Correct Incorr. Bad Tr. Total

c1 (same) 84% 13% 3% 534
c2 (similar) 43% 47% 10% 135
c3 (different) 26% 60% 14% 581
c4 (not in cand.) 0% 76% 24% 129
c5 (not in ref.) 53% 36% 11% 81
c6 (not in both) 0% 76% 24% 38

Total 47% 43% 10% 1498

Table 4: Comparison between APT and the manual evaluation

for each case identified by APT.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that a simple reference-
based metric for the accuracy of pronoun translation
(APT) 1 had a high correlation with human judg-
ments of correctness, over the scores of seven sys-
tems submitted to the DiscoMT 2015 shared task on
pronoun-focused translation. While intrinsically the
metric seems to set strong constraints on the correct-
ness of the pronouns, when averaged over a large
number of translations, it appears that improved
APT scores reflect quite accurately an improvement
in the human perception of pronoun translation qual-
ity. A precise alignment of source and target pro-

1The metric is available at https://gitlab.idiap.
ch/lmiculicich/APT



nouns, for the reference and the candidate transla-
tions, appears to be an essential requirement for the
accuracy of APT, and should be improved in the fu-
ture. Similarly, a better understanding of “equiva-
lent” pronouns and their proper weighing in the APT
score should improve the quality of the metric, as
well as better models of omitting pronouns in trans-
lation.

While it is not likely that large shared tasks such
as the WMT Metrics Task (Stanojević et al., 2015)
can be designed for assessing pronoun evaluation
metrics only, we believe that, in the future, the avail-
ability of larger amounts of human ratings from new
shared tasks on full pronoun translation will offer
new opportunities to confirm the accuracy of APT
and possibly to tune its parameter for an even in-
creased correlation. Such task would need to go
beyond pronoun prediction in lemmatized reference
translations, such as the WMT 2016 pronoun task
(Guillou et al., 2016).
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